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Encrypted control is a
cryptographic approach
to security enhancement
for networked control
systems. In this method,
controller parameters
and signals over network
links are encrypted.
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Malleability
Definition

The proposed method cancels malleability-based pole-assignment
attacks without controller information. Even if adversaries eavesdrop
obfuscated feedback gain, they cannot obtain the controller information.

Numerical Example
Plant
This plant is discretized with a sampling
time of 10 ms.
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State-feedback gain

Malleability-based pole-assignment attack

Malleability is a property of cryptosystems that a ciphertext can be
generated from another ciphertext without decryption. The objective of this
study is to propose a novel attack using malleability for encrypted control
systems and control-theoretic cancellation method of the attack.
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Future Work
Partial falsification

Theorem

The proposed method cannot be capable for partial
falsification attacks because the attacks change the
length of an input vector and rotate it. The authors will
extend the proposed method so that it cancels scalar
multiplication and rotation.

Detection method

Although the proposed method does not need a detection process, it is
also crucial to detect malleability-based pole-assignment attacks.

Computational complexity

The proposed method may maintain the real-time property. The authors
will investigate the computational complexity of the proposed method.

By using malleability, adversaries can conduct pole-assignment attacks
even if control systems are encrypted. This type of attacks is called
malleability-based pole-assignment attacks.
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